Year 3 Curriculum Map: Spring 1
ENGLISH
Firebird by Pirotta Saviour





Use present perfect forms of a verb
Use inverted commas to punctate direct
speech
Evaluate and edit the effectiveness of our
own work
Participate in discussions about a text

MATHS
Multiplication and Division




Calculate multiplication and division
problems mentally
Use known facts to solve other multiplication
problems
Use the grid method to solve 2-digit by 1digit multiplication problems

SCIENCE
Forces and Magnets





Recognise and compare how things move on
different surfaces
Explain that magnets have two poles
Investigate magnetic poles
Explain how magnetic forces work

Measurement


GEOGRAPHY
Mapwork Skills




Understand and use directional language
Use simple maps and recognise map
features
Recognise and create landmarks

Add and subtract amounts of money

How can we use maps to plan
improvements to our
environment?
We will be exloring the spaces around us using local
maps to identify how we can make improvements to
different spaces, using features of human and
physical geography to support our ideas.

COMPUTING
Coding













Respond to a stimuli to create and change
movements
Develop communication skills within a game
Stick and ball control
Passing and shooting




ART




Dreams and Goals





Recognise how to overcome challenges and
be successful
Break goals down into achievable steps
Learn how to motivate others
Learn how to evlaute and share our success

Explore printing with different objects and
textures
Make my own designs for etching
Evaluate our own and others’ work

RE

PSHCE



Use our voices with increasing accuracy,
fluency, control and expression
Appreciate and understand a wide range of
music drawn from different traditions

Etching and Print Making

Identifying and naming body parts
Colours
Days of the week

PE
Dance and Invasion Games (Hockey)

Primary Robins Music Lessons

FRENCH
Mon Corps

Design and write a code for a program
Write a program that stimulates a physical
system
Learn to debug a simple program

MUSIC

How did Jesus change lives?




Make links between what Jesus did and
what Christians believe about him
Identify the Christian, ‘Golden Rule’
Discuss and identify the ‘Golden Rule’ for
other religions

Key Vocabulary
Maths

English

Science

Topic

multiply

simple past

forces

compass

divide

present perfect

friction

direction

inverse

tense

magnets

north

estimate

vowel

north

east

pounds

subordinate
clause

south

south

pence

inferences

pole

west

difference

adverb

repel

landmark

